Kris_AGM:
The Griffon is back in her normal time period but is even years older, while the U.S.S. Sagan as aged 143 years and hangs silently nearby.  Lieutenants Love, Snow and Ensign Smith stare at the skeletal remains of the Sagan's crew on her bridge. 

Kris_AGM:
Two wormholes gape mockingly nearby, their secrets soon to be revealed to the brave crew of the U.S.S. Griffon....

Kris_AGM:
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>
<<<<RESUME MISSION>>>>

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::on the sagan looking over logs::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Thinking of having his head done like Sisko::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::On the Sagan's bridge, going over Capt's logs...::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: working in Engineering(?), trying to see how we can get those engines on the sagan working ::

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
::slipping out of sickbay, stubborn as ever::

Capt_Bradley:
::in the Big Chair wondering how his XO is doing in sickbay::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love: Lt, I think i found something

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Snith: what is it Ens....?

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
::she gets back to the bridge, looking very composed if not a trifle older::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Lt. Love, report, please

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::Walks to tac station..::

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
::she takes her seat, then glances over at the captain::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::points to log::Lt: It seems that ever time they enter a wormwhole they age seven years

Capt_Bradley:
::Returns XO's glance and stifles surprise::

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
Captain: Reporting for duty, Sir.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: stands up, walks over to the "pool table"(the main engineering console) and checks readings on Sagan's Engines ::

Capt_Bradley:
XO: So I see, Commander.  Are you feeling fit?

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: how much has this ship aged ens..?

CNSL_Troi:
::enters the brige and sits next to the Captain::Co: Reported as ordered sir, ::smiles at the captain::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::runs a quick check on ships age::

Capt_Bradley:
::wonders why the AT hasn't responed to his order::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: sees if I can run a diagnostic on the Sagan's engines ::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:Lt: 143 years sir

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::keeping a transporter lock on the AT while losing hair::

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: welcome back.  Do you have a grasp at how the crew is taking this aging thing?

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::hate to lose hair so fast but want to look like Sisko::

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Yes sir, them seem to be handling it very well, especially for their ages and time on the ship.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: Is there anything else in the log that can be usefull..

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: I'd like to say that's good, but nothing about this mission is good right now.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:Lt: Not sure i am not done yet, but i figure you might need this info quickly

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: sits down in CEO's chair, sips some coca cola and reads readings from Sagan diagnostic, which is about 20% away from correct ::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:   Lt. Love.  Report!

CNSL_Troi:
Co: I understand sir, but as things are there is nothing to do right now but to accept it, until we can discover another way around it.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: Good , let me know if anything come's up..::Goes back to Capt's chair..:

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::starts searching form more cluse in log...like what wormhole teh crew went to how much they age each time and if they got younger going through anyof them...and stuff like that::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Still have a transporter lock on the AT::

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: keep your eyes peeled for trouble among the crew.  These sort of things can drive people to the brink.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::thinks: well said co::

Capt_Bradley:
::turns to Ops::Ensign, is our comm system working properly?

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::Make  a note of someting::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Yes sir

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:Lt  i found something else out

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::taps com badge:: Bradley: Capt. we have just started going over the logs, Ens Smith has determined from tac logs that the sagan has aged 7 years each time it passed through the worm hole..

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: then why has the AT not responded to my queries?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: gets up and walks to the warp core, looks at it and thinks, how can we safely power the sagan? ::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: I guess they are "slow"?

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: nevermind.

CNSL_Troi:
Co: Aye Sir::whispers to captain::Sir, do you think it might help if I went over there and see if I can pick up any sensations from the ship, as in random thought patterns?

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Bradley: I am currantly going over the Capt's logs..

Capt_Bradley:
::nods at Troi::Anything would help right now.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Bradley: Dr. Snow is going over science...

CNSL_Troi:
Co: Yes sir, will you authorzie the TR  to beam me over please?

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Thank you for that timely report, Lt.  Carry on.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love: Lt:The Sagan kept going throught the same wormhole

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: grunts reading new readings ::

CNSL_Troi:
::gets up and head for TR via Tl::

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: I'll have them beam you from the bridge.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::checks to see what sagans sensor reading of the opsite wormhole was each time they passed throught::

CNSL_Troi:
::stops and waits for transporter to beam her from the bridge::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: They passed through both direction's from the same WH..?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*CO*Looks like we'll have trouble powering up the Sagan. Their main power system is corroded. Alot of the small spaces which have wires and all are full of mice, bats, gunk, and rust... Ther systems are crippled everywhere on that ship..

Capt_Bradley (Sound - transporter.wav):
Troi beams over with siut

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*CO*Requesting Permissiont o Beam over to try to replace a vital Power Tap Conduit.

CNSL_Troi:
@::arrives on the bridge of Sagan::

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
::picks herself up after what appeared to be a fainting spell::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Mice and bats Mr. Maverick?

CNSL_Troi:
@Mav: Anything I should know about Ens?

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:lt: they went throught the same wormhole on ever trip

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*Bradley*Uh.... Yeah. Some got loose and mated and colonies have started.

XOCmdr_Olbrun:
::doesn't skip a beat but sits back down, observing and getting things straight due to her time in Sickbay::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
Says:  good grief.  Beam over denied.  It doesn't sound as though trying to power her will be productive.

CNSL_Troi:
::starts to wander around the bridge, touching different stations to see if there is any energy from the previous crew left::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*CO*Know any good exterminaters?   Well, never mind. I'll see what I can do. Maverick Out.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:lt The two wormhole are link some how.  Think of the old earth tunnel.  say in my home town of pittsburgh.  there is an east bond tunnel and a west bound tunnel

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: heads for TR ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: arrives at TR ::

CNSL_Troi:
@::continues on her trip to other decks::EEk!!! a rat!!:::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: i understand Ens...::Looks for entries in capt's log' as to why he went through just the one wormhole..::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Still have a good Transporter lock on everyone on the AT::

CNSL_Troi:
@::starts sensing puzzlement, confusion::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Ens. Hooligan: You got a good lock? I had reports that you had some problems with the panel here.

Capt_Bradley:
::looks over at XO:: what do you think, Commander?

CNSL_Troi:
@continues down JT to another deck::

Capt_Bradley:
::eyes XO for paleness::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
<Hooligan>Uhhh.... No, Sir.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Hooligan: Oh well, probably wrong TR. Get back to work.

CNSL_Troi:
@::head for sickbay, should be good emanations from there::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: grunts and walks back to engineering ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: I have found a log entry that states the capt did not want to use the other wormhole, seem

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: seems that there was a possibility of causing a time rift..

CNSL_Troi:
@::Strong feelings of dispare::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: arrives back in engineering, falls into chair :

Capt_Bradley:
::wonders if XO heard him::waves hand in front of her face::

Capt_Bradley:
k

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love:Lt. Maybe if we go throught the other one with the Sagan in two it might reverse it. 

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::leans back on the chair at OPS station::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says: Lt. Love.  Your final report, please.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@love:and close the rift

CNSL_Troi:
@*Captain*: Sir, I am picking up strong feelings of despair and helplessness, due to the aging process.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: Hold that thought while i contact the Capt...

CNSL_Troi:
@&CO*: They were unable to help themselves sir.::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
::Looks at hand..gee i look as old as the co::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says: Acknowledged, Counselor.  Carry on

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::so gald he not under the captain eagle eye glare::

CNSL_Troi:
::goes to medical logs hoping to find anything that will help the situation::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::continue to lose hair::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Ensign Maverick,  report to the helm please.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: grunts again, gets up, and heads for the bridge, walking slowly ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::taps com badge:: Bradley: Capt. From the logs we have found, it appears that the Capt. of the Sagan used just one wormhole, which caused the aging, tha Capt. did not use the other for fear of creating a time rift

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
*Captain*Yes, sir...

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: finally arrives, gets in Helm seat ::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  very good, Lt.  Wrap thing up and prepare to beam back.  There's nothing more we can do for them.

CNSL_Troi:
@::reads the log of the CMO and near the end::@*CO*: Sir, I have found something in the CMO's log.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Still have a transporter lock on AT::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@Love: has anyone scan for a time rift since we enter the wormwhole?

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Bradley: Ens Smith has an idea...we may be able to reverse the aging that has happened by using the other wormhole..

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::groans softly and mumbles verysoftly::no he never agree to it::

CNSL_Troi:
@*CO*: Sir?

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Smith: No time rifts have showed up by any scans so far Ens....

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Love: stand by.   Counselor, go ahead.

CNSL_Troi:
@*CO*: Sir, they kept going back and forth thro the same wormhole.

CNSL_Troi:
@*CO*: They were afraid to try the other one

CNSL_Troi:
@*CO*: Everytime they moved, they aged.

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Counselor:  that seems to be the general consensus.  Prepare to beam back.  There's nothing more we can do here.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::checks to see if the sagan and griffon went throught the same wormwhole or differnt ones::

CNSL_Troi:
@*CO*: Aye sir, ready to transport now.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@@::lokks at Smith, shakes his head..::

CNSL_Troi:
::glad this didn't happen to our crew::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - #.wav):
says:  Lt. Love:  I came to the same conclusion just a little while ago.  Prepare to energize.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@Bradley: Aye Sir...

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Still have a very good lock on the AT::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::feeling proud::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::Notive the lt head shacking::Love: What is it sir?

Capt_Bradley:
Ops:  beam the away team back.

CSO_Lt_Love:
@::stands with the other's :

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Aye Sir ::Beam the AT back to the Griffon::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
@::thinks to himself..yeah right the captain did thing of anything he trying to steal mt idea::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: warms up the engines for faster acceleration when we need to engage ::

Capt_Bradley (Sound - transporter.wav):
AT beams back to Griffon

CNSL_Troi:
::appears on TL pad::

CNSL_Troi:
::TR pad::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: They are back on board sir

CNSL_Troi:
::heads out of TR and goes to Tl:: TL: Bridge.

CSO_Lt_Love:
::on Griffon, slowly stepping donw from TR pad..::

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: excellent.  Engage tractor beam on the Sagan.

CNSL_Troi:
::arrives on the bridge::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Engages tractor beam::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::pulling the Sagan::

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Sir that was a very unusual experience.

Capt_Bradley:
Helm:  Maverick,  listen closely...

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Bradley: Yes, sir?

CSO_Lt_Love:
::heads to TL...<computer>...bridge..::

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE U.S.S. SAGAN IS HELD IN THE U.S.S. GRIFFON'S TRACTOR BEAM.

Tac_ensign_Smith:
::at ta station::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: tractor beam is holding

Capt_Bradley:
Mav: this is very important.  We need an exact reverse course through the wormhole we just came through.  exact speed and everything...except...

CSO_Lt_Love:
::TL doors open...steps out and heads for station...::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Bradley: yes..?

Tac_ensign_Smith:
CO: Sir we have to go through the other wormhole

Capt_Bradley:
Mav: you will need to compensate for the extra mass of the Sagan.  Can you handle that?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Bradley: I think so, Sir. And dont say you want yes or no, because I don't know. I can only try.

CNSL_Troi:
::watches the crew as the captain gives that last order to Mav::

Capt_Bradley:
::nods at Maverick and smiles:: you rbest guess, Ensign.   Execute when ready.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: trys to force a smile, but it can't get through ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
::thinks of an old 20th Century book, a Wrinkle in Time ::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Gets ready for reading and Engineering stuff::

CNSL_Troi:
::senses Mav is ready, but is slightly scared also::

Tac_ensign_Smith:
CO: sorry sir my mistake::thing to him self..i bet the captain love to here that::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: revs up the engines, alligns the ship perfectly with the Sagan, trying to make it look better ::

Capt_Bradley:
::notices that the XO has passed out again:: Counselor, please take Commander Olbrun back to sickbay and be sure she stays there.

CNSL_Troi:
Co: Aye sir.::walks over to XO and calls med team to the bridge::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
CO: We're ready.... You can give the order, sir.

CNSL_Troi:
<CMO>: Emergency team to the bridge, the XO has passed out.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::watches last piece of hair falls off::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: waits :

Capt_Bradley:
Helm: Engage, Mr.  Maverick.

CNSL_Troi:
::mded team takes XO to sickbay::

CNSL_Troi:
::walks back over to her chair, and sits next to the Captain::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
CO: Aye....          "What's wrong, Nephew?" "Is there a wind in the door?" :: engages ::

Capt_Bradley:
Tac: Ensign, post security in sickbay in case Commander Olbrun tries to sneak out again.

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Sir, they will notify me when they discover what is wrong with the XO.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: engines thumping and pumping through time ::

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: thank you, Counselor.

CNSL_Troi:
::grins at CAptain::

OPS_Ens_Nick (Sound - Console.wav):
::handles OPS station and pressing buttons::

Capt_Bradley:
::secretly very worried about Olbrun::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: trys to control fear, trys to keep engines thumping like a heart ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: Sensors indicate that the wormhole is flexing again...

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::thinks: everyone can see where those Trill spots goes on my head::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: guesses I am the only one worried, since I know what these wormholes can do when there is so much concentrated energy ::

CNSL_Troi:
CO: CaptainI am sure she will be all right, we have one of the best CMO's in Star Fleet::hoping to reassure him::

Capt_Bradley:
::nods at Love::  Helm: steady as she goes, Ensign.

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE WORMHOLE FLEXES AND SWALLOWS THE GRIFFON.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Captain: We're doing well so far, sir.

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE GRIFFON SHAKES AS SHE PROCEEDS FURTHER INTO THE GAPING MAW...

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: feels a bump and panics, then calms down after realligned course precicely ::

CNSL_Troi:
::saking in her chair:::

CNSL_Troi:
::shaking even:::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::hold on to console while shaking::

Capt_Bradley:
::grips the armrests of the Bg Chair ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::widens stance to compensate for movement..::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: Almost falls out of chair, knocks us of course, then back again, just in time ::

Kris_AGM:
ACTION:THE GRIFFON ABRUPTLY EXITS INTO SPACE IN FRONT OF THE OTHER WORMHOLE.

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Captain, look at our skin, it is getting younger!!!

Capt_Bradley:
Love:  Status, Lt.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::doesn't feel any younger...::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: watches lights on panel flashing :: Capt: We're out.

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: we have been moved 34 light years again..

Capt_Bradley:
::looks over at Nicks hair::

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: we need to enter the other wormhole to reverse the process..

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::thinks: what is the captain staring at??::

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: is the Sagan still with us?

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: looks at relection in panel and realizes that the older you get, red hair looks more tinted ::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: yes sir

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Tractor beam is still holding

Capt_Bradley:
Helm:  set course and speed for the other wormhole and take us through.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: looks in reflection again and panics, noticing hair turned colors. Nah, just light reflecting ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
CO: Aye.

Capt_Bradley:
::watches viewscreen as the other 'hole approaches::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: does a 180 degree turn, brings the griffon towards door # 2 ::

CNSL_Troi:
::continues sensing the crews reaction::

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: Capt, wormhole's flexing again....

Capt_Bradley:
Helm: let's move, Ensign.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: does a quick spin, just to show off, and gets ready to engage the 2nd wormhole ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Bradley: Aye.

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE GRIFFON ENTERS THE SECOND WORMHOLE WITH THE SAGAN IN TOW.

CNSL_Troi:
::senses everyone is very hopeful::

CSO_Lt_Love:
::prepare's for shaking..::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Tractor beam is holding

Capt_Bradley:
Ops: keep power to the Tractor beam.  We can't lose the Sagan now.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: dodges an energy burst ::

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE GRIFFON IS GETTING A BUMPY RIDE THROUGH THE WORMHOLE.

CNSL_Troi:
CO: There doesn't seem to be as much activity in this "hole sirr.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: slips out of chair, clings on and manages to not fall down ::

CNSL_Troi:
::doesn't get tht out of her mouth until the shaking begins again::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: gets back to console ::

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE TRACTOR BEAM HOLDS STEADY.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: The Beam is holding pretty well at the moment

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Capt: We're holding course and speed, barely.

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE GRIFFON AND SAGAN ARE SPIT OUT INTO SPACE.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Sir, there is fluctuation with the power

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Tractor beam holding

Capt_Bradley:
Love: status report.

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Sir, you are not going to believe this but i am sensing thought patterns on the Sagan!!!!!!!

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: Griffon does a quick 720 degree spin and comes around ::

Capt_Bradley:
Helm; take us away from the influence of those wormholes.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:; well, a couple 360 degree ones ::

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: Sir, we appear to be in our own time frmae, just as we were before we first entered the wormhole..

Captain_Rubit:
*Griffon*  Respond please.

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
Bradley: Gladley

CNSL_Troi:
Co: I was right sir, they have come back.

Capt_Bradley:
::Looks around::I don't believe it!

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Segan is hailing us

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: thinks of a tale called "From russia with love" ::

ENG_Ens_Maverick:
:: engages engines ::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: put hail on screen

Capt_Bradley:
*Rubit*: this is Captain Bradley of the Griffon.  What's your status?

CNSL_Troi:
::grinning at the Captains disbelief::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::touches head and felt hair::

Captain_Rubit:
*Griffon* Brad!  Our status is normal.  We're surprised to see you out here.  We were just getting ready to explore these wormholes and you appeared out of nowhere.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::feels hair on head and almost yelled: "I got hair!"::

Capt_Bradley:
*Sagan* I don't recommend that Jim.  We're here to close these wormholes.

Capt_Bradley:
*Sagan* Then I"ll catch you up on things over some Saurian Brandy later on.

Capt_Bradley:
Mr. Smith, let's close these wormholes.  Fire two quantum torpedoes, one at each wormhole on my mark.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Can I turn off the tractor beam?

Capt_Bradley:
Helm, back us off to a safe distance.

Capt_Bradley:
Make it so, Mr. Nick.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::disengages tractor beam::

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: done

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE GRIFFON AND SAGAN BACK OFF FROM THE WORMHOLES.

Capt_Bradley:
Mr. Smith, fire torpedoes at the wormholes.

CSO_Lt_Love:
::ready's sensors for wormhole study as torpedoes are fired..::

CNSL_Troi:
Co: Will you let them know what happened to them?

Kris_AGM:
ACTION: THE TORPEDOES EXPLODE AT THE MOUTHS OF EACH OF THE WORMHOLES AND THEY COLLAPSE.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::Check sensors::

Capt_Bradley:
Troi: Yes, I will inform the Sagan's Captain in my report.

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: The Wormholes have collapse

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Sir, that is not going to be an easy one to explain.

Capt_Bradley:
CO_

Capt_Bradley:
Troi:  I'm sorry?  What did you say?  What won't be easy?

CNSL_Troi:
CO: Explaining that they died and came back to life when we brought them back thro the wormhole

CSO_Lt_Love:
Bradley: Sir, no abnornal reading's from wormhole collapse...

OPS_Ens_Nick:
::thinks: YAY I have hair and someone else doesn't::

Capt_Bradley:
::laughs::Troi:  you have a point there.

CNSL_Troi:
::laughs with the captain:CO: Would you like me to be present when you tell him sir?

OPS_Ens_Nick:
CO: Not detecting anything unusual

Capt_Bradley:
Love: you have the bridge.  I'll be in the Observation Lounge awqiting Capt.  Rubit.

Kris_AGM:
<<<<END ANOTHER FABULOUS GRIFFON MISSION>>>>
<<<<END ANOTHER FABULOUS GRIFFON MISSION>>>>
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